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self-opening to the Divine, then the Divine can intervene.

The Will to Surrender

All can be done by the Divine, the heart and nature purified, the
inner consciousness awakened, the veils removed, if one gives
oneself to the Divine with trust and confidence — and even if
one cannot do so fully at once, yet the more one does so, the
more the inner help and guidance comes and the contact and the
experience of the Divine grows within. If the questioning mind
becomes less active and humility and the will to surrender grow
in you, this ought to be perfectly possible. No other strength
and tapasya are then needed, but this alone.

*

Surrender cannot be made at once — it is not so easy; for there
is much in the being that resists. But one must have the will to
surrender. It is the same with becoming an instrument. If one has
the will and calls on the Mother and opens oneself as much as
possible to her, then gradually these things develop in the nature.

*

If the difficulties that arise are in the nature itself, it is inevitable
that they should rise and manifest themselves. Surrender is not
easy, it is resisted by a large part of the nature. If the mind forms
the will to surrender, all these inner obstacles are bound to show
themselves; the sadhak has then to observe them and detach
himself from them, reject them from his nature and overcome.
This may take a very long time but it has to be done.

Outer obstacles cannot prevent the inner surrender unless
they are supported by a resistance in the nature itself.

The Inner Surrender

It was never my intention to suggest that there was only a faint
hope of your sadhana depending on the if of surrender. I have
always said the contrary, that since your soul wants the Divine


